
Design strategy for the Rehabilitation and Transformation of Al Nouri Complex

Firmitas    - consistencyy, �rmness, stability, etc.

Utilita       - �exibility, functionality, utility, etc.

Venustas  - attractivness, delight, beauty, etc.

This ‘eternal’ design criterias stand also behind the project for the ‘Reconstruction & Rehabilitation of the 
Al Nouri Complex’ presented here.

The historical houses 8/9 and 10 are preserved and transformed to become sort of  ‘anchors’ for the 
newly planned activities:

House of Education                    - House  8

House of Festivities                     - House  9

House of Arts&Architecture  - House 10



Consolidation and Transformation Strategy of the Prayer Hall of Al Nouri Mosque

The new Al Nouri Mosque,
houses all remains,
tangible or not tangible,
under one,
luminous,
roof,

thus,

to protect us,
in all comfort,
to tell us,
its,
story.

step by step:

- dismount the actual remains carefully (separate stone from ruble)
- archeological survey and documentation
- build new roof to house the Prayer Hall and the new activities
- “reconstruct” the remains and the lost
- install the ablution ‘pools’ and the �ower beds
- errect the historic Mirabs
- lay the carpet
- install the curtains/screens 

















Summary Statement  ‘love letter’

This project responds to the call of the organizers of the ‘International architectural design project com-
petition’ concerning the “Reconstruction & Rehabilitation of the Al Nouri Complex in Mosul”.

The author of this project dedicates this work to the people of Mosul - all, or parts of it; can be used freely 
according to the ‘Creative Commens”.

The author also would like to state that he is not looking for a job, was working for his own pleasure and, 
would like that the further elaboration of the architectural project should be done by a local ’all ladies’ 
team of designers.

How more Mosuli’s could get involved with the project is described on the panels.
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